Standardized terminological systems for biomedical information have provided considerable benefits to biomedical applications and research. However, practical use of this information often requires mapping across terminological systems-a complex and time-consuming process. This paper demonstrates the complexity and challenges of mapping across terminological systems in the context of medication information. It provides a review of medication terminological systems and their linkages, then describes a case study in which we mapped proprietary medication codes from an electronic health record to SNOMED CT and the UMLS Metathesaurus. The goal was to create a polyhierarchical classification system for querying an i2b2 clinical data warehouse. We found that three methods were required to accurately map the majority of actively prescribed medications. Only 62.5% of source medication codes could be mapped automatically. The remaining codes were mapped using a combination of semi-automated string comparison with expert selection, and a completely manual approach. Compound drugs were especially difficult to map: only 7.5% could be mapped using the automatic method. General challenges to mapping across terminological systems include (1) the availability of up-to-date information to assess the suitability of a given terminological system for a particular use case, and to assess the quality and completeness of cross-terminology links; (2) the difficulty of correctly using complex, rapidly evolving, modern terminologies; (3) the time and effort required to complete and evaluate the mapping; (4) the need to address differences in granularity between the source and target terminologies; and (5) the need to continuously update the mapping as terminological systems evolve.
Introduction
Much progress in biomedical information systems and informatics research would not be possible without the wide availability and content coverage of standardized terminological and coding systems. However, because these systems were created at different times and for different purposes, their content coverage (and overlap in coverage) varies, as does their use in health information technology and research. As a result, practical use cases often require mapping or integrating information across several terminological systems. Despite ongoing efforts to link systems through the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus and in individual terminological systems, making practical use of these systems presents a number of challenges. Given the size and complexity of each terminological system, it is often difficult to know the quality and completeness of the content of each system, the quality of the mappings across systems, and how these mappings may alter semantics. Because these systems continue to evolve, ongoing use of any cross-terminology mappings must also include a plan to accommodate these changes, such as occurs when codes are given different meanings, removed from a system, or new codes are added.
In this paper we demonstrate these challenges in the context of a project to map medications from a commercial electronic health record to a drug classification system. The goal of the mapping was to allow researchers to retrieve patient records from an i2b2 clinical data warehouse (CDW) based on indications and/or classes of prescribed medications. For example, to answer a question such as ''Which patients have been pharmacologically treated for depression?'' Thus, our main goal was to map all drugs into a polyhierarchical classification system that a clinical researcher could use to form queries in i2b2. A secondary goal was to provide interoperability with information in our other informatics research projects, which were primarily based on UMLS Metathesaurus codes.
To provide context, we first give a brief overview of medication terminology systems, emphasizing the distribution of information across them and the linkages among them. Although we did our initial review of systems at the start of the study, the review we present here reflects the present state of these systems., We then present the case study of mapping from medications in a commercial electronic health record to SNOMED CT and the UMLS Metathesaurus (see Table 1 for a list and definitions of the acronyms used throughout this paper). Since this study was completed there have been many changes to medication terminological systems, such that if we were to repeat the mapping today, even using the same terminologies, we would obtain different results with respect to the completeness and quality of the mapping. However, the challenges that are demonstrated in this paper transcend the particular details of terminological systems and are therefore relevant to ongoing mapping efforts.
Review of controlled terminologies for medication information
Useful medication information includes drug components such as trade name (if any), generic name, active ingredient(s), drug strength and unit of measure, dosage form, route of administration, chemical substance, drug class, mechanism of action, physiologic effect, manufacturer details, and package type and size. Fig. 1 gives an overview of common medication terminological systems and how they are often used. Fig. 2 is a Circos diagram [1] showing each of these systems and how they are linked through common codes. In the diagram, ribbons show the connections between each system. Ribbon color corresponds to the source system-the system that contains the code to the target system. For example, the ribbon linking RxNorm to MDDB has the same color as the RxNorm segment, meaning that RxNorm contains MDDB codes. In the remainder of this section, we describe these terminological systems and the linkages between them. Tables 2a and 2b shows how medication information is distributed across various standard terminological systems at the time of this writing. These tables show the kinds of medication information that is included in each system, but not whether the coverage is complete. Note that because the UMLS Metathesaurus contains and links concepts from many source terminologies, its content coverage is the set of all concepts that are included from those terminologies.
The terms used to describe different types of terminological systems are rarely used consistently. In this paper, we use the terms and definitions proposed by de Keizer et al. [2] , as shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows how these types apply to the openly available terminological systems described in this paper. We were not able to classify the proprietary systems described below, because the manufacturers provide insufficient information to adequately assess each type. In addition, some proprietary systems consist of a core package, along with a number of add-on packages and applications that extend their coverage. As a result, the type of terminological system may vary depending upon the particular set of purchased packages.
UNII (Unique Ingredient Identifier)
The UNII is a thesaurus that provides unique identifiers for substances in drugs, biologics, foods, and devices. Each concept has a preferred substance name and synonyms. There are 16,655 unique concepts and 67,715 synonyms, including preferred names [4] . UNII is maintained by the FDA and USP (United States Pharmacopeia), and is assigned by the FDA/USP Substance Registration System (SRS). Although the UNII does not contain mappings to other coding systems, it is used to identify ingredients in the NCIt [5] , NDF-RT [6] , and the UMLS Metathesaurus [7] .
NDC (National Drug Code)
The NDC is a coding system that provides a universal, but not necessarily unique, product identifier for human drugs that is maintained and distributed by the FDA [8] . An NDC is a 10-digit, three-segment numeric string that identifies the labeler, product, and package size. The first segment, the labeler code, is assigned by the FDA (a labeler is any firm that manufactures or distributes the drug). The second segment, the product code, identifies specific drug strength, dosage form and formulation. The third segment, the package code, identifies package sizes and types. Both the product and package codes are assigned by the firm. Because an NDC is composed of three codes, it may be considered a simple nomenclature.
Because some firms have four digit labeler codes and some have five, the NDC can be in one of three configurations: 4-4-2, 5-3-2, or 5-4-1. A firm with a five digit code can choose between the 5-3-2 and 5-4-1 configurations. 
Table 2a
Overview of medication information used for clinical and research purposes and the terminological systems that include it. Information about Drug Although the NDC is limited to 10 digits, the HIPAA standard requires an 11 digit NDC. To accommodate this requirement, the 10 digit NDC is padded with an extra character. To ensure that the original 10 digit code can be unambiguously recovered from the 11 digit code, the FDA recommends using an asterisk (Ã); however, some programs use a zero (0). The resulting HIPAA NDC is an 11 character, three-segment code with the configuration of 5-4-2. The NDC for two different concentrations of Propranolol oral solution are shown in Table 5 .
A subset of registered drugs is also listed in the National Drug Code Directory, which connects an NDC with other related information, including trade name, active ingredient(s), dosage form, drug strength, unit of measure, route of administration, package size and type. Trade names are names assigned to drugs by manufacturers. Codes for this related information are unique to the NDC directory instead of being based on an existing standard, such as UNII.
One problem with the NDC, is that manufacturers may reuse a code 5 years after notifying the FDA that a code is inactive. Thus, the same NDC can represent more than one drug; a problem that is referred to as ''semantic drift'' [9] . A recent study, conducted by Simonaitis and McDonald, of a proprietary database that tracks changes to NDCs found that only 0.4% of NDCs were flagged as changed [10] .
Simonaitis and McDonald also found several hundred codes in which manufacturers sometimes used the last two digits (the package code) to distinguish ingredients rather than package size, such as Ipecac Syrup (00686-0360-10) and Digoxin Elixir (00686-0360-67). In the same paper, they used prescription messages and formularies from five hospitals, one outpatient pharmacy, RxHub, and Medicaid archival records, to assess the percentage of NDCs in those datasets that are included in NDC, RxNorm, MDDB, Multum Lexicon, MMX (Thompson Micromedex Red Book), and the NDDF (First DataBank National Drug Data File). They found that NDC usually had the lowest coverage among the systems studied, whether measured as a percentage of unique codes or as a percentage of the total volume of codes in the prescriptions. In the latter case, NDC was a median of 17.4% points below the system with the best coverage. This low performance is due to the fact that medications with NDC codes are available on the market prior to being entered into the NDC database. Proprietary systems are often updated in a more timely manner due to customer feedback about new NDCs.
NCIt (National Cancer Institute thesaurus)
The NCIt is a cancer-centric thesaurus, vocabulary, taxonomy, ontology, and coding system that includes several concept hierarchies pertaining to medications [5, 11, 12] . It is maintained and distributed by the NCI Center for Bioinformatics caCORE [13, 14] . The NCIt contains semantic relationships between genes, diseases, drugs and chemicals, anatomy, organisms, and proteins. In addition, the NCI metathesaurus connects terms from the NCIt to 76 different biomedical vocabularies such as MedDRA, NDF-RT, LOINC and GO. The NCIt also includes a substances concept hierarchy that maps to the corresponding UNII and UMLS Metathesaurus codes.
RxNorm
RxNorm is a thesaurus, taxonomy, ontology, nomenclature, and coding system that provides normalized names and concept codes (called the RxCUI) for clinical drugs and drug delivery devices [15] . Each drug is represented by its active ingredients (including trade names), drug strength and unit of measure, dosage form and route of administration. Each normalized name is one of several term types, such as Ingredient, Brand Name, Semantic Clinical Drug, A recent evaluation [10] of RxNorm found that it could code all but one of 19,743 ambulatory e-prescriptions, resulting in a coverage rate of 99.995% coverage. The authors mapped from NDC codes in the e-prescriptions to RxNorm CUIs using three different methods applied sequentially: NDC to CUI mappings included in RxNorm (94.4% of the codes), a proprietary vendor supplied NDC to RxNorm mapping (an additional 4.4%), and manual search of RxNorm (for the remaining 1.2%). Similarly, in the study by Simonaitis and McDonald discussed above, RxNorm had the best or second best coverage of NDC codes. RxNorm's performance advantage over NDC derives from the fact that its NDCs are updated from multiple sources, including the Veterans Health Administration, the NDC Directory, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Lexicon, and Gold Standard Alchemy [15] . Because of the importance of medication information and the maturity of RxNorm as a means of linking different terminological systems, the literature on the suitability of RxNorm for a variety of use cases is growing. However, a description of these studies is beyond the scope of this paper.
NDF-RT (National Drug File -Reference Terminology)
NDF-RT is produced by the VHA and distributed by NCI [6] . It includes information on drug characteristics, including drug ingredients, chemical substance, drug strength, unit of measure, dosage form, physiologic effect, mechanism of action, pharmacokinetics, and related diseases. NDF-RT contains UNII codes for generic ingredients, and codes for corresponding concepts in the NDC, UMLS Metathesaurus, MeSH, and RxNorm.
NDF-RT's drug classification assigns a single class to each drug. For instance, paroxetine HCl medications are classified under ''antidepressants, other''. However, NDF-RT provides a more comprehensive drug classification system through the relationships has_MoA (has mechanism of action) and has_PE (has pharmacologic effect). For instance, paroxetine HCl drug products include a has_MoA (has mechanism of action) relationship to the ''serotonin reuptake inhibitors'' concept. Both kinds of relations refer to Organizes concepts into a hierarchy using ''is-a'' relationships. A classification uses the more general ''is-member-of'' relationship Ontology A specification of concepts, relations, and functions for a domain Coding system Any terminological system that uses codes for designating concepts Table 4 Types of medication terminological systems. Pathak and Chute found that 54% of RxNorm drug products did not have a correspondence to NDF-RT, and that 45% of drug products in NDF-RT were missing from RxNorm [17] . They also found that drug products that have the same ingredient, but differ in other ways, such as dose or form, may be assigned to different drug classes [17] . At the time of the study, RxNorm and NDF-RT were linked only through the Veterans Health Administration unique identifiers (VUIDs). The RxNorm drug products that could not be linked to NDF-RT either were missing VUIDs or had VUIDs that were not in NDF-RT. However, beginning with the June 7, 2010 release of RxNorm, NDF-RT is now included as a source vocabulary and both RxNorm and NDF-RT are coordinated and released on the same date. However, the limitations of the legacy drug classification system remain, meaning that the mechanism of action and physiologic effect relations are the preferred methods for classifying drugs in NDF-RT. For a review of additional limitations of NDF-RT along with suggested remedies, see Pathak and Chute [18] .
SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine -Clinical Terms)
SNOMED CT is a thesaurus, nomenclature, taxonomy, ontology, and coding system of clinical concepts maintained by the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO) [19] . It has been designated as the U.S. standard for electronic health information exchange in the interoperability specifications produced by the Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel and has also been adopted for use by the U.S. Federal Government, through the Consolidated Health Informatics (CHI) Initiative, for several clinical domains [20] . SNOMED CT organizes content into several hierarchies. Three of these hierarchies-pharmaceutical/biological product, substance and physical object -contain medication-related concepts and relationships. The pharmaceutical/biological product hierarchy provides information on different drug components including drug ingredients, drug strength, unit of measure, dosage form, route of administration, physiologic effect, mechanism of action, drug allergen and synonyms. The substance hierarchy provides information about the chemical substance. The physical object branch contains detailed concepts for commonly used appliances in the hospital and outpatient settings that may be prescribed along with medications [21] and sometimes appear as medications in clinical data. Many RxNorm concepts contain the SNOMED CT Concept ID.
SNOMED CT consistently ranks highly for content coverage [22, 23] ; however, researchers have noted many classification errors [24] For example, researchers found that SNOMED CT classified acetaminophen correctly as an ''Analgesic AND antipyretic product'' in the ''Pharmaceutical/biologic product'' hierarchy, but incorrectly in the Substance hierarchy, where it was classified under multiple parents, including an incorrect classification as a ''Para-aminophenol derivative anti-inflammatory agent''. In a comparison of NDF-RT and SNOMED CT, Mortensen and Bodenreider found very little consistency in how drugs were classified, in part because the pharmacologic classes differed across the two systems [25] .
UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) Metathesaurus
The UMLS Metathesaurus combines many different thesauri, classifications, code sets, and lists of controlled terms used in patient records [7, 26] . As a result, it contains codes to concepts in most of the medication-oriented terminologies (see Fig. 2 ), including some that are proprietary. The purpose of the UMLS Metathesaurus is to support the semantic interoperability of different terminological systems by linking terms and concepts with the same meaning. These terms are linked through a Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) in the UMLS Metathesaurus. For example, the concept Heart (CUI C0018787) includes the names and codes for heart from many different terminology systems, including SNOMED CT and MeSH.
In many cases the source terminologies are only partially represented. For instance, the UMLS Metathesaurus represents only NDF-RT concepts that are above the ''packaged products'' level. It also represents just over 12,000 clinical drugs from MDDB (MediSpan), which contains over 50,000 codes. The UMLS Metathesaurus also includes codes from SNOMED CT and RxNorm.
MDDB (Master Drug Data Base)
MDDB is a coding system and ontology maintained by MediSpan [27] . It provides descriptive drug information on trade name, generic name, drug class, active ingredient, drug components such as drug strength, unit of measure and dosage form, manufacturer and packaging details.
MDDB contains links to many standard medication terminological systems such as NDC, UPC, and RxNorm. It uses industry standard identifiers such as the NDC for all trade and generic drugs in the database. It also has proprietary drug identifiers such as Generic Product Identifier (GPI) and a Generic Product Packaging Code (GPPC). MDDB is linked to RxNorm through the GPPC.
The GPI code has 14 digits with seven subsets. The first 10 digits define therapeutic class code and the last four define route of administration, dosage form, drug strength and unit of measure [17] . A representive GPI code is shown in Table 6 .
GPPC is an eight digit numeric code. The first five characters of the GPPC represent the generic ingredient code(s), drug strength code, unit of measure code, and dosage form code. These first five characters are also called the MDDB code, which is the code that is listed in RxNorm. The last three digits of the GPPC represent packaging size and type.
NDDF plus (National Drug Data File Plus)
NDDF plus is a coding system that provides descriptive drug information about trade names, generic names, drug class, drug components such as drug strength, unit of measure, dosage form, physiological effect, etc. It is a drug database produced by First DataBank (FDB). First DataBank uses unique drug identifiers from NDDF Plus that can be connected to RxNorm. The database can also be linked to any 11-digit NDC. The NDDF also includes knowledge bases that help physicians identify drug-drug interaction, drug-allergy interactions, drug dosing and administration details [28] .
Lexicon
Lexicon is a drug database used by Cerner Multum, which include information about trade name, generic name, active ingredient, drug components such as drug strength and unit of measure, dosage form and route of administration. It is a subset of VantageRx Database. This is connected to proprietary system VantageRx Database and standard terminological systems RxNorm and NDC [29].
VantageRx Database
VantageRx Database is a coding system from Cerner Multum that includes proprietary drug identifiers for trade name drugs and generic drugs. It provides the drug information in the form of active ingredients, unit of measure and dosage form, route of administration, mechanism of action, packaging type and size, manufacturer information, and wholesale drug pricing. It also provides detailed information about Adverse Drug Events through drug-drug, drug-food, drug-disease and drug-allergy interactions. This proprietary system is connected to different coding systems such as RxNorm, NDC, J-codes and ICD-9-CM to enhance interoperability [30] .
Alchemy
Alchemy is a drug database by Gold Standard/Elsevier. Alchemy is a coding system because it has proprietary codes for drugs, and taxonomy of drug classes. Alchemy provides trade names, generic names, drug strength, unit of measure, drug form, route of administration, physiologic effect, mechanism of action, and information about drug-drug and drug-allergy interactions. It also gives information about prescription indications, therapeutic intent, and off label uses. It is connected to standard medication terminological systems such as RxNorm and NDC. Alchemy uses a proprietary identifier to track product/package ID numbers. NDCs are attributes of the product, so changes to the NDC do not affect the structure of Alchemy. As described in the section regarding the NDC, manufacturers are free to reuse codes from obsolete products. Alchemy uses versioning to track these changes, ensuring clear product identification [31] .
Each of the above commercial proprietary coding systems has its own, usually normalized, proprietary codes mapped to NDCs. Most, if not all, of the proprietary medication terminological systems available by subscription to vendors that sell and market medication prescribing systems have a coding system that includes: trade name, generic name, active ingredient(s), formulation and dose, route of administration, date of obsolescence, dose-range checking, prescription monographs for patients and health care providers, mechanism of action, drug class, drug-drug interactions, drug-allergy interactions, drug-disease interactions, indications, and even images of medication products and wholesale price information in one place. This is market validation that this information is relevant to clinicians at the point of care. However, these systems are only partially connected to more commonly used standards such as RxNorm and SNOMED CT. As a result, proprietary systems still require considerable mapping effort to integrate with other standards (either proprietary or open).
Case study: Mapping from Allscripts medications to SNOMED CT and the UMLS Metathesaurus
At the time of this case study, the clinical data warehouse (CDW) developed by the Center for Clinical and Translational Science at the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston (UTHSCH) contained medical records on approximately 364,000 patients treated by clinicians using the Allscripts electronic health record (Allscripts, Chicago, IL). The data were received from the Allscripts outpatient medical record system used by UT Physicians; the UTHSCH clinical practice plan. The Center stored two forms of these data: one in its original SQL database and one in an i2b2 database [32] . One of the goals of the Center is to assist researchers by accurately retrieving patient records that match specific criteria. In most cases, these criteria are given in terms of an informal information need, such as ''All adult patients who were diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder and prescribed an anxiolytic'' rather than in terms of the specific codes stored in the CDW. Center staff must then translate these informal queries into queries for stored codes-a time consuming and error-prone process. To improve this process we have begun to map codes in the CDW to concept codes from standard hierarchical terminological systems. These mappings offer three main benefits: (1) the concept hierarchies in standard ontologies allow us to automatically translate queries based on classes of concepts into the detailed codes required to retrieve records; (2) the additional information stored in standard ontologies makes it possible to conduct more knowledge-based searches, such as those based on the ingredients of a drug or possible side effects; and (3) mapping to standard ontologies allows interoperability with other databases, including data from other informatics research projects in the Center.
Although the Allscripts database included a hierarchy of drug classes, each drug was restricted to a single drug class, meaning that queries for classes of drugs could produce incomplete results. In addition, these drug classes were not directly linked to any external terminology systems, so they did not meet our interoperability requirement. Thus, the first challenge was to select a target terminology for the mapping project. Evaluating possible target terminologies is difficult in part because formal evaluations lag terminologies by one or more years, and in part, because each usecase can present unique needs that may not be addressed by published evaluations. For example, a terminology might provide good content coverage, but may be too granular (or not granular enough) for a specific need, or may not be appropriate as an interface terminology.
We chose to map to SNOMED CT and the UMLS Metathesaurus for several reasons. The main motivation was that SNOMED CT uses a polyhierarchical drug classification system, meaning that a drug can be listed in one or more drug classes. Secondary considerations were that SNOMED CT along with the UMLS Metathesaurus provided access to a variety of additional knowledge sources; the Health Information Technology Standards Panel's recommendation of SNOMED CT as a US standard in their interoperability specification [33] ; and its consistently high ranking on content coverage. We also considered NDF-RT, but chose not to use it because its drug classification system restricted drugs to a single class, and we were not sure that NDF-RT's alternative classification method, using mechanism of action, and pharmacologic effect would be familiar to clinical users. Although we mapped some of the drugs using RxNorm, we did not choose RxNorm as the primary target, because it lacked a classification hierarchy.
While we reviewed medication terminology systems, we simultaneously explored possible methods for mapping codes from Allscripts to the target system. Allscripts, prescribed medications were stored using a proprietary Drug Description Identifier (DDI) code that was also linked to database tables that provided dosage forms, drug strengths, units of measure, medication names, NDC, MDDB and GPI codes, as shown in Table 7 . Although there are Table 6 GPI code for an anti-depressant.
GPI
Coding Example approximately 50,000 unique DDI codes in Allscripts, the patient records in the CDW contained only 8500 unique DDIs. To simplify the mapping process, we limited our efforts to this subset of DDI codes. In the remainder of this paper, we discuss all results in the context of this subset.
Our goal was to map as many source medication codes as possible to concepts that captured drug (active ingredients), dosage form, and drug strength. If there was no exact match, we attempted to map to a concept that preserved as much of the drug, dosage form and drug strength as possible. For example, the closest match for ''acetaminophen tablet 500 mg'' might be ''oral form of acetaminophen.'' We selected matches in the following order: (1) drug, dosage form and drug strength; (2) drug, dosage form (3) drug; (4) the most specific drug class. To prevent loss of granularity, when option 4 was required, we added the specific medication as a subclass of the selected SNOMED CT concept in our local version of the SNOMED CT class hierarchy.
At this point in the project, we expected that RxNorm's inclusion of both MDDB and SNOMED CT codes would cover a large percentage of the 8500 unique DDIs. However, as described below, we found that three different methods were required to obtain a complete mapping. We arrived at these three methods via an iterative process in which we identified the most direct method, carried out the mapping, determined which medications could not be mapped using that method, and then searched for an alternative method for the unmapped medications. Each of the methods increased the completeness of the mapping.
Method 1: Automatic Mapping
The Automatic Mapping method mapped each drug from Allscripts DDI codes to SNOMED CT and the UMLS Metathesaurus using the following steps: (1) map the DDI code to its corresponding MDDB code using tables in the Allscripts database; (2) map the MDDB code to an RxCUI and a SNOMED CT concept code using RxNorm's RXCONSO table; (3) map the SNOMED CT code to the corresponding UMLS Metathesaurus CUI and the Atom Unique Identifier (AUI) for the SNOMED CT concept code using the UMLS Metathesaurus' MRCONSO table; and (4) map the AUI for the SNOMED CT concept code to the corresponding SNOMED CT hierarchy tree code stored in the PTR (Path to Root) attribute of the UMLS Metathesaurus' MRHIER table. We used the 10/5/2009 full release of RxNorm provided through the UMLS website and the 4/6/2009 release of the UMLS (2009AA). We searched for MDDB codes in the RXCONSO database table, a table that includes the terms and identifiers from RxNorm's source vocabularies along with their corresponding RxCUI. This method was not able to map all drugs. First, approximately 5% of MDDB codes were not listed in RxNorm, and some of the MDDB codes that mapped to RxNorm did not have SNOMED CT codes listed in RxNorm. Second, even though SNOMED CT contained a large number of drugs, we accessed the SNOMED CT vocabulary through the UMLS Metathesaurus and not all drugs could be automatically mapped using this method, because 14% of SNOMED CT concept names that have different meanings in SNOMED CT were treated as synonyms in the UMLS Metathesaurus. [34] . In addition, RxNorm did not cover every drug listed in Allscripts, such as some compound drugs and nutritional supplements. Finally, some concepts listed under the medication list in Allscripts and prescribed by physicians, such as needles, syringes, and test kits, were listed in the physical object hierarchy in SNOMED CT and hence could not be mapped under the pharmaceutical/biological product or substance hierarchy. The physical objects (medical devices and appliances) were mapped manually (see method 3, below), and thus are included in our evaluation results.
Method 2: String based mapping using a semi-automated mapping tool
We developed a semi-automated tool that used string matching to determine and display potential matches between the Allscripts generic drug name and SNOMED CT drug names found in the UMLS Metathesaurus' MRCONSO table. A human expert could select a generic drug from the Allscripts drug list displayed on the left pane of the mapping tool. This highlighted the selected drug name on the left and then displayed the possible SNOMED CT drug names and SNOMED CT parents to the right. Once the expert selected the best match from the right pane, the tool showed the Allscripts drug name (for example, the trade name), and the SNOMED CT Path to Root (PTR) hierarchies at the bottom of the same window. To identify possible SNOMED CT matches, the tool matched generic drug names from Allscripts to generic drug names in RxNorm's RXCONSO table, then used the same table to map the generic names to corresponding RxCUIs and SNOMED CT concept codes. The remainder of the process was identical to steps 3-5 of the automated method described in Section 3.1. We used this tool as part of two slightly different sub-methods, described below.
Method 2a: String based method using Direct Map from generic names (Mapping Tool-DM)
This method was used to find the best SNOMED CT drug name for the generic name in Allscripts. There were 1-to-many (1:M) matches from an AllScripts drug name to SNOMED CT drug names, because the same drug often appeared with different strengths and dosage forms. Hence the expert had to determine the best match after reviewing the PTR hierarchies. In addition, for compound drugs, the expert needed to select all ingredients. Finally, some Allscripts drugs were identified only by trade name whereas all drugs in SNOMED CT were identified by generic name. Hence trade name drugs could not be mapped using this method.
Method 2b: String based method using Partially Automated Map (Mapping Tool-PAM)
This method is similar to Method 2a except that it maps trade names. Using RxNav (NLM's browser for RxNorm) [35] we mapped trade names to generic names and then used the mapping tool to map to SNOMED CT. In cases where it was not possible to get the generic name for a trade name using RxNav, we used other online sources, such as Drugs.com [36] .
Method 3: Manual Mapping using SNOMED CT Browser (Manual Mapping)
In this method we used a SNOMED CT Browser maintained by Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine [37] to manually search for the Allscripts drug name. We narrowed down the results using the pharmaceutical/biological product hierarchy, then selected the best match, taking into consideration the drug ingredients, drug strength, unit of measure, dosage form and route of administration (if any). Whenever possible, we mapped each drug ingredient at the most complete level (ingredient, strength, unit of measure and dosage form) of the pharmaceutical/biological product hierarchy in order to include all possible parents and all possible nodes of a given parent for the given drug. One advantage of this method is that we could trace the entire PTR hierarchy to find the best match. However, this method is entirely manual, more time consuming and relies heavily on a human expert's knowledge of SNOMED CT. SNOMED CT codes mapped in this manner were also then mapped to corresponding UMLS Metathesaurus AUIs and CUIs.
Manual review and correction
To verify the mappings, the expert (HS) used CliniClue [38] (a SNOMED CT browser) to display the concept and PTR hierarchy for each assigned SNOMED CT code, then evaluated the specific mapping according to the following criteria:
Completeness: The assigned SNOMED CT code represents all ingredients in the drug, including multiple ingredients for compound drugs.
Correctness: The assigned SNOMED CT code represents the same medication.
Accuracy (best-fit): If the exact match was not found, the assigned SNOMED CT code represents the best match. In this case the drug was mapped to its immediate parent node and classified as a Subclass of the parent. For example, there was no exact match for Triamcinolone Diacetate Micronized Powder in the Pharmaceutical/biological product branch of SNOMED CT, so it was mapped as a subclass of the respiratory form of triamcinolone. Since this effectively extends the SNOMED CT hierarchy to include the specific drug, there was no loss of granularity in the mapping.
If any of these criteria were not met, we documented the problem and attempted to correct it. Completeness, correctness, and accuracy were calculated for both the uncorrected and corrected mappings for each method.
Validation
A second human expert (SJ) reviewed a random sample of corrected drug mappings generated by each of the three methods. The sample size of each method was calculated using Yamane's simplified formula for proportions, using a 95% confidence interval and variability (P) of 0.5 (in our case agree or disagree) with 3% of precision [39] . For Set A (Automatic Map) a sample size of 20% was generated for review; for set B (String based method using the mapping tool) a sample size of 52% was selected for review, and for set C (Manual Mapping using SNOMED CT browser) a sample size of 41% was selected for review. The sample sizes varied for the three methods due to differences in their population sizes (the smaller the population, larger the percent sample sizes needed). Overall, 45% of the encoded terms were verified by a second human expert (SJ) using an online SNOMED CT Browser built and maintained by the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine [37] . Differences were resolved by consensus. Inter-rater reliability was determined using the ''joint probability of agreement method'' [40] . Fig. 3 gives an overview of the mapping of Allscripts drugs (coded with DDIs) to SNOMED CT using the three methods described above. Overall, of the 8447 DDIs, 8000 were mapped to RxNorm. The remaining 447 drugs (451 codes including overlaps) could not be mapped either because of their absence in RxNorm or (more commonly) because of the absence of a link from RxNorm to SNOMED CT. There were four Allscripts drug overlaps, which meant that those drugs were present in both sets of results (Mapped to RxNorm and Not Mapped to RxNorm). This arose because four DDIs had more than one MDDB code listed in Allscripts, as shown in Table 8 . As a result, the same DDI code can have two or more different MDDB codes, some of which appear in RxNorm and others that do not. Table 8 shows an example in which the same DDI is associated with two different MDDB codes. Only the first MDDB code is listed in RxNorm. We later discovered that the second code (09569) was obsolete. Of 8000 drugs, 4457 were mapped automatically using method 1: mapping from DDI, to MDDB, to RxNorm, then SNOMED CT. The majority of the 3543 drugs with DDIs that could not be mapped automatically were compound drugs containing more than one ingredient. To map these drugs, we mapped from their trade name-specific DDI codes to the corresponding generic ingredientspecific GPI codes-a many-to-1 (M:1) mapping. Since all drugs in SNOMED CT are represented by their generic name, this did not result in a loss of granularity. Thus 3543 DDIs were reduced to 2067 GPIs. Of the 451 drugs that could not be mapped due to the lack of MDDB codes in RxNorm or a link from RxNorm to SNOMED CT (see NM -451 in Fig. 3 ), 163 were mapped using Mapping Tool-DM, and 175 were trade name drugs that were mapped using Mapping Tool-PAM. The remaining 99 were mapped using Manual Mapping. Fourteen drugs were not mapped due to their absence in SNOMED CT.
Results
The branch of Fig. 3 labeled ''DDI to GPI'' gives an overview of the mapping of 2067 Allscripts drugs (with GPIs). First, we use Mapping Tool-DM to map drugs to SNOMED CT based on the generic name associated with each GPI. Of the 2067 GPI codes, only 669 could be mapped using this tool. The remainder did not directly match any names in SNOMED CT. We mapped the remaining 1547 GPI codes using Manual Mapping. Twenty drugs remained unmapped due to their absence in SNOMED CT. Table 9 shows the distribution of the number of drugs mapped using different methods, drugs that could not be mapped, duplication loss from DDI to GPI (due to the many to one mapping), and the number of duplicate mappings throughout the mapping process. Once the mapping was completed, one author (HS) performed a manual review of the entire mapping to evaluate the accuracy, correctness, and (for compound drugs only) completeness of the mapping by the method used and to produce a corrected mapping. Prior to making corrections, the accuracy of each of the methods was: Automatic Mapping, 99.93%; Manual Mapping, 99.19%; Mapping Tool-PAM, 65%, Mapping Tool-DM, 51%. Likewise, correctness was: Automatic Mapping, 100%; Manual Mapping, 99.82%, Mapping Tool-PAM, 98.29%, and Mapping Tool-DM, 98.92%. Table 10 gives an overview of the completeness of the mapping for compound drugs with ingredients ranging from two to six. Overall, of the 1516 compound drugs, 172 were incompletely mapped for an overall completeness of 88.65%. By method, completeness was: Automatic Mapping, 100%; Manual Mapping, 97.92%; Mapping Tool-DM, 48.42%; and Mapping Tool-PAM 75.86%. Table 11 gives an overview of the overall mapping results before and after manual review and corrections. Our goal was to map as many of the drugs as possible to concepts in the pharmaceutical/biological product branch. However, the 8447 actively prescribed ''medications'' from the CDW also included over-thecounter drugs, herbal medications, test kits, and hospital required materials such as I.V. tubing, needles, lancets, and syringes-some of which are not classified in the pharmaceutical/biological product branch. Therefore, the mapping included concepts from the substance and physical object branches of SNOMED CT. Of the 8447 entries, after corrections, 96% were mapped to the pharmaceutical/biological product branch, 2.06% to the substance branch, 1% to the physical object branch, and 0.48% were not mapped due to their absence in SNOMED CT.
The corrected mapping was verified independently by a second author (SJ). The inter-rater reliability was 98.30% for the Automatic Map Method, 96.02% for the String based method, and 84.51% for the Manual Map method. Inter-rater reliability for the combined mapping (aggregating across all three methods) was greater than 80%. The two evaluators (H.S. and S.J.) resolved all disagreements to produce a final mapping.
Discussion
The medication mapping case study presented here demonstrates the challenges of mapping across terminological systems. Only 62.56% of medications in our source vocabulary could be mapped automatically, using existing connections among terminological systems. An additional 14% were mapped using a semiautomated process based on matching medication names, but 23% had to be mapped manually. Only 34 of 7124 drugs could not be mapped due to missing concepts in the target terminological system.
One limitation is that we used fairly simple approaches to mapping medications that we could not map automatically. More advanced ''ontology matching'' algorithms may perform better than the ones we used. However, studies show that even these methods require significant expert intervention [41] .
This study demonstrates several challenges to mapping across terminological systems. First, given the rapid evolution of terminological systems and the time required to evaluate and publish results, it is often difficult to find up-to-date information on the content coverage of existing systems or the linkages between systems. This can make it difficult to determine the suitability of a particular terminology for a specific use-case. Different dimensions of terminological systems, such as content coverage, granularity, suitability as an interface terminology, or semantic interoperability with other systems, often require separate evaluations that may not be available at the time a project is initiated. In some cases, judging suitability might only be possible after first attempting and evaluating a mapping. Second, as terminologies become more comprehensive, better linked, more frequently updated, and more computable, they also increase in complexity. This in turn, means that although they are ultimately more useful, they are harder to use correctly and it may be harder to judge their applicability to a particular problem.
Third, comprehensive cross-terminology mapping and evaluation projects may require significantly more time, effort, and terminology-specific expertise than can be predicted at the start of a project. The project described above required approximately one FTE over an entire year. However, our initial estimate, made after discovering the direct link from the source terminology to RxNorm was that it would take one FTE for just 3 months. Upon discovering that the existing linkages were not sufficient for a complete mapping, we had to explore several approaches before finally settling on the ones presented above.
Another challenge is the need to assess and address differences in granularity between the source and target terminologies, as well as any intermediate terminologies used in the mapping. For some terminological systems these differences may be relatively obvious. For instance, ICD-10 is obviously more granular than ICD-9. However, in more complex mapping projects, such as the one described above, the granularity may vary by concept. For instance, for a subset of medications, we were forced to extend the local instance of the SNOMED CT classification hierarchy with additional concepts to preserve granularity.
Further, all mappings must be maintained and updated as errors are found and corrected, and as the source and target terminologies change. For instance, during this project the source terminology was updated, forcing us to reconcile differences between the old and new versions and update our ongoing map. Changes to the source terminology often means that future data flowing into a data warehouse will be coded with the new version, whereas pre-existing data retains the old coding system. The difficulty of maintaining a mapping depends on whether the terminological systems follow best-practices (such as not reusing codes for new concepts) and on the mapping approach. For example, if the approach is fully automated, it may be possible to rerun the mapping algorithm, then computationally determine differences between the old and new mapping to determine what additional effort is needed. However, if a significant part of the mapping was done manually, maintenance may also require significant manual effort.
To address these challenges, we need to develop better methods for automatically linking concepts across systems and maintaining these links. Unfortunately, as with the case study presented here, creating new connections between systems often requires considerable manual effort [41] . Highly interactive partially-automated mapping tools that are directed by human experts to automate parts of the mapping process with specific expert input are a promising alternative to fully automated methods. For example, an expert might indicate that two concepts from two different standards are synonymous and then direct an Automatic Mapping tool to map only subconcepts of the two. Another approach, first explored in the Galen project, is to provide users with a convenient language for logically defining the terms and relations in an ontology using a common reference model, followed by the application of algorithms that can infer conceptual mappings and class/subclass relationships among terms from different source vocabularies [42] . A combination of these approaches is worth exploring, because satisfactory automated approaches that do not require significant human intervention may not be possible without significant artificial intelligence breakthroughs.
These challenges can also be addressed by setting terminology standards in clinical information systems. Such standards would decrease the number of mappings needed and allow terminology developers to focus on creating high quality links to and from a smaller set of systems. Stage 1 of the ''meaningful use'' rule adopted in August 2010, by the US Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, includes a number of terminology standards in the certification criteria for electronic health records (see Federal Registry, 45 CFR Part 170.207). However, some of these standards (such as for medications) apply only to the exchange of health information, not to codes that are internal to a single system, whereas others (such as the use of SNOMED CT for problem lists) are required for internal use and information exchange. The standard for medications permits certified systems to exchange medication information using any one of the vocabularies included in RxNorm. Although these requirements fall short of a single, internal standard for the most important types of health information, the intent is to provide a ''glide-path'' to the adoption of single standards.
Finally, based on our experience with this project we offer several recommendations to others attempting similar cross-termi- Table 10 Comparison of the completeness of the mapping for compound drugs before and after correction based on number of ingredients. Columns marked CM contain the number of drugs that were completely mapped, whereas columns marked ICM show the number of drugs that had 1 to n À 1 ingredients mapped, where n is the total number of ingredients listed at the top of the nology mappings. The first is to precisely define specific use-cases and then discuss those use-cases, as early as possible, with the developers of the related terminologies. The second is to carefully consider and plan for the dynamic nature of terminological systems. There are at least two issues to consider here. The first is that the results of papers that use or evaluate terminological systems may be partly (or completely) out of date or the specific evaluation needed to assess a terminology may not be available. The second is that any mapping will need to be updated on a regular basis, meaning that the choice of mapping methodology should consider and include a plan for regular updates. One possible approach for quickly determining the suitability of a terminology and possible mapping methods is to select a small random subset of the source terminology codes to map and evaluate. Another is to focus the mapping effort around only the most important codes, such as those that are most frequently used in the source data, or most frequently appear in queries. For example, in recent work at one of the author's institutions we choose to validate the ten most common diagnostic codes extracted from an inpatient medical record system, because they are also the most important concepts to researchers at the institution.
Conclusion
Standardized biomedical terminologies are essential for making use of the growing amount of research, clinical and public health data. However, despite the increasing quality, scope, and crosslinkages, there remain several challenges to mapping across systems. These include (1) the availability of up-to-date information to assess the suitability of a given terminological system for a particular task, and to assess the quality and completeness of crossterminology links; (2) the difficulty of correctly using complex, rapidly evolving, modern terminologies; (3) the time and effort required to complete and evaluate the mapping; (4) the need to address differences in granularity between the source and target terminologies; and (5) the need to continuously update the mapping as terminological systems continue to evolve.
